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1 SQUADRON OPERATIONS RECORD BOOK

Nine Hurricanes led by F/Lt Hillcoat encountered a formation of Me109s protecting enemy bombers 
east of Tonbridge. The fighters were attacked and in the ensuing dog fight four Me109s were destroyed 
by F/Lt Hillcoat, P/Os Boot, Birch and Chetham. Our casualties nil.

COMBAT REPORT:
P/O P V Boot - Yellow 2, A Flight, 1 Squadron 

I was Yellow 2. Yellow Section split up to avoid attack from the rear by Me109s. I 
climbed to attack some Me109s who were circling with other e/a. When at 15,000 feet 
one Me109 came from the circle with a small trail of white smoke. I chased it out to 
sea and got in a long burst at 250 yards, and it plunged into the sea at about 12 miles 
from the French coast. On my way back to the English coast an He113 came fast in 
the opposite direction. I turned quickly and got in a short burst at a range of 7 to 800 
yards with no effect. 

COMBAT REPORT:
P/O C N Birch - Blue 3, B Flight, 1 Squadron 

I was Blue 3. The enemy were sighted at 18,000 feet over area east of Tonbridge. 
Blue Section prepared to attack 15 bombers which were in wide open formation 
heading south. As we were preparing to attack Me109s came down from the rear 
port quarter and turned down and away. I turned off as one Me109 broke away. I 
put five long bursts into it at 200 to 400 yards expending 2,400 rounds. After the 
second burst smoke came from the body of the e/a and pieces of the fuselage flew 
off and continued to do so while I made my attacks. At a height of 3,000 feet I had 
to break off as two Me109s were on my tail. I evaded them by an exceedingly tight 
steep turn to the right in which I blacked out for some seconds. On recovering I 
had successfully shaken off the enemy and I returned to base. The e/a should have 
crashed roughly ten miles south-east of Tonbridge in view of its direction and rate 
at which it was diving. 

COMBAT REPORT:
P/O G Allard - A Flight, 85 Squadron 

As Hydro Leader the squadron was ordered to patrol base and then vectored to advance 
base angels 15. When in position I saw e/a on my right. So I climbed a thousand feet above and 
between them and the sun. As I attacked the last one of the formation, he broke away and flew 
out to sea. The range was about 300 yards and I found it impossible to gain on him. So at this 
range I continued to fire 1 second bursts until white smoke came away from the e/a. I then found 
it possible to get within 100 yards and fire a long burst, his aircraft shuddered and dived into sea 
10 miles from Cap Gris Nez. 

85 SQUADRON INTELLIGENCE REPORT

12 Hurricanes took off Croydon 11.05 hours to patrol base then vectored on course 110 degrees to 
Hawkinge area to intercept Raid 23.

9 Me109s were sighted at 11.30 hours flying at 17,000 feet believed to be attacking Dover balloons.
It was noticed that these e/a all had white circles around the black crosses.
12 aircraft landed at Croydon between 11.58 and 12.30 hours.

COMBAT REPORT:
Sgt G Goodman - Blue Section, B Flight, 85 Squadron 

Squadron were flying at 17,000 – 18,000 feet in south eastern area when we spotted a 
small group of 109s crossing the coast a few thousand feet below us. We at once descended 
to attack but as we dived down two bullet holes appeared in the side of my cockpit and 
something knocked out one of the panels of my sliding hood. I turned sharply and spiralled 
down afterwards climbing steeply into the sun. From 22,000 feet I saw four Me109s diving in 
line astern slightly east of Dungeness. I dived after the rear one and got in a long burst. Only 
my port guns fired and I saw a large lump fall from the port wing of e/a. E/A immediately 
started to fall over and over sideways after a sharp pull upwards. It must have fallen somewhere 
eastward of Dungeness either on land or in the sea. I had to break off the engagement just after 
I’d seen the effect of my attack as my own machine was then badly hit by bullets from another 
e/a attacking from behind. At the time my attack was delivered the four e/a were doing a dive 
slightly out to sea with the intention, probably, of sweeping round to gun the balloons at Dover 
(one Me109 destroyed claimed).

Contemporary Accounts 85 Sqn
1 September 1940 - 10.45 - 11.30 hrs Combat A.  attack on Tilbury Docks.

Contemporary Accounts 1 Sqn
1 September 1940 - 10.45 - 11.30 hrs Combat A.  attack on Tilbury Docks.

The enemy were proceeding south, and had presumably dropped their bombs. I saw several fighters above 
coming in behind and decided that they could attack us before we could be in an advantageous position to 
attack the bombers. I gave the order ‘attack the fighters’ and turned left. From the ensuing melee I picked an 
Me109 which managed to keep ahead until just before the coast. My first burst of one second hit his radiator 
and I waited five minutes until he had slowed down a little. My second burst caused smoke to come from the 
engine. After two more short bursts the pilot jettisoned his hood and waved his arm. I climbed above and 
behind him to give him a chance to jump out. He landed near a road close to the shore not far from Folkestone. 
I circled and saw a pilot picked up by the military. The e/a fell about 100 yards from him and blew up.

F/Lt H B L Hillcoat - Blue 1, B Flight, 1 Squadron

“

”
Below: Ground crew working on an 85 Squadron Hurricane.  Note the patched up paintwork on 
the leading edge, applied with whatever colour was to hand.  The flat panel in front of the cockpit 
is a glare shield to hide the glow from the exhausts when flying at night.

Editor’s Note: Harry Hillcoat was somewhat out in location as the incident happened near Rye, some distance from Folkestone.  
No aircraft fell near Folkestone during this engagement.
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RAF Casualties   Combat A 10.45 – 11.30 hrs

1 Sqn Hurricane P3276 F/Sgt F G Berry – killed. Crashed at Golden Wood, Brisley Farm, Ruckinge. 
Pilot baled out, but parachute failed and fell at Stone Cross, Bilsington. 

54 Sqn Spitfire   P/O C F Gray – safe. Damaged in combat with He111s and Me110s over 
Maidstone. Returned to base.

72 Sqn Spitfire L1092  P/O B Douthwaite – safe. Forced-landed at West Malling on dead engine due 
to damage to cooling system caused by Me109 in combat over Lympne.

72 Sqn Spitfire P9448  P9448 F/O R A Thomson – wounded. Shot down over Maidstone. 
Force landed at Park Farm, Leeds Castle, smashing the fin and rudder on anti-landing wires. Aircraft 
subsequently repaired. 30-year-old New Zealander Ron Thomson was taken to Leeds Castle Military 
Hospital with gunshot wounds to legs, hands and chest. He re-joined his squadron on 11th October.*

72 Sqn Spitfire P9458  F/O O St J Pigg – killed. Shot down in combat with Me109s. Crashed and 
burned out on Elvey Farm, Pluckley, Kent.

72 Sqn Spitfire L1056   Sgt Pocock - injured. Damaged by Me109s over Beachy Head and belly 
landed at West Malling. Maurice Pocock was taken to Preston Hall Hospital, Maidstone with injuries to his 
left leg and wrist. He re-joined his squadron on October 21st.

72 Sqn Spitfire X4109  F/O D F B Sheen – safe. Shot down in surprise attack by enemy fighters and 
crashed at Court Lodge Farm, Orlestone, Kent. Pilot baled out.

85 Sqn Hurricane P5171  Sgt G Goodman – safe. Returned to base damaged following combat 
with Me109s over Dover. 

Frederick George Berry (26)
Born: Calcutta, India.
Joined the RAF in 1929.
Joined 1 Sqn in August 1939.
Combat Claims – 6:
4 in the Battle of France.
16/8/40 He111 probable.
16/8/40 He111 probable.

Oswald St John Pigg (22)
Born: South Shields.
Joined the RAF in 1937.
Joined 72 Sqn in November 1937.
Combat Claims – 2:
2/6/40 Ju87 destroyed.
15/8/40 Me110 destroyed.
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RAF Casualties
1 September 1940 - 10.45 - 11.30 hrs Combat A.  attack on Tilbury Docks.

Luftwaffe Casualties
1 September 1940 - 10.45 - 11.30 hrs Combat A.  attack on Tilbury Docks.

Luftwaffe Casualties  Combat A 10.45 – 11.30 hrs

1/JG52 Me109E-4 Wn.1902 Crashed at Burnt Oak, Court Lodge Farm, Orlestone, Kent. Ff: Ofw Paul 
Gerber killed. See reports of 616 Squadron. Possibly collided with Oblt Anton Stangl’s Me109

7/JG53 Me109E-4 Wn.5087 White 10+  Believed to have been on a free-lance patrol with the 
intention of shooting down balloons. Attacked at 19,000 ft by a Hurricane from behind, the first burst 
damaged the engine.  The pilot tried to maintain height and struggle home, but he could not manage this 
and finally baled out at 1,500 feet. The aircraft crashed and burnt out near Winchelsea Bridge, Rye, East 
Sussex. Ff: Lt Herbert Strasser PoW. See report of F/Lt Hillcoat, 1 Squadron.

7/JG53 Me109E-4 Wn.3237 White 12+ Landed near Boulogne on return. 100% Ff: Oblt Egon Troha safe.

III/JG53 Me109E-4 Wn.5155 Landed damaged near Boulogne on return. 50% Ff: safe.

5/JG54 Me109E-4 Wn.1277 Black 14+ Collided with another Me109 while escorting bombers and 
lost its port wing. Aircraft fell at Haberdashers Wood, Court Lodge Farm, Orlestone, Kent, after the pilot 
baled out. Ff: Oblt Anton Stangl PoW.  See reports of 616 Squadron. Possibly collided with Ofw Paul 
Gerber’s Me109.

In an act of chivalry and 
compassion, Harry Hillcoat 
of 1 Squadron pulled up 
and to the side of the 
Me109 he was chasing 
after seeing the pilot 
jettison his hood and wave 
his arm in surrender.
Lt Herbert Strasser, 
pictured right, successfully 
baled out and survived the 
war as a POW.  By cruel 
irony, Hillcoat was killed in 
action just two days later.

Above: Sgt Maurice 
Pocock who was forced to 
belly land his 72 Squadron 
Spitfire at West Malling 
after being wounded in 
action over Beachy Head.  
He was out of action for 
over a month, returning 
to his squadron on 21 
October.

*The Stelling Minnis Mystery

At 11.51 hours on 1st September 314/29 
Searchlight Battery recorded:
Spitfire MR 600650 Struck Cottage. Killed 
Woman. (Editor’s note, that map reference 
translates to 160468 (Stelling Minnis) on an 
OS map).

Then at 12.20 Hours the Maidstone ARP 
Centre noted:
A/C believed RAF crashed on house near 
Stelling Minnis Post Office MR22/86. Woman 
trapped inside, both found dead.

The Commonwealth War Graves Commission 
Register of Civilian War Dead lists:
81-year-old Elizabeth Mary Boughton, of 
Cherry Tree Garden Bungalow, Stelling. 
Widow of G. Boughton. Died at Cherry Tree 
Garden Bungalow. 1st September 1940. 

This incident has previously been associated 
with the loss of Spitfire P9511 in which P/O K 
H Cox of 610 Squadron was killed at Bower 
Farm, Stelling Minnis, on 28th August, four 
days before these reports. However, it has 
not been possible to associate the incident 
reported at Stelling Minnis on 1st September 
to any aircraft loss.

Editor’s note: The Spitfire of Desmond Sheen (72 Sqn), the Me109 of Anton Stangl and the Me109 of 
Paul Gerber fell within 500 metres of each other.
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     COMBAT B     13.30 to 14.45 hrs... Kent 
     Attacks on Biggin Hill and Kenley

Spitfires of 72 and 222 Squadrons had been scrambled to patrol eastern Kent to look out for 
reconnaissance aircraft when two raids were plotted crossing the Dover Straits at 13.30 hours. Three 
further squadrons were then scrambled:
253 Squadron – 9 Hurricanes up from Kenley to patrol Dungeness.
54 Squadron  – 9 Spitfires up from Hornchurch to patrol Canterbury.
85 Squadron  – 11 Hurricanes up from Croydon to patrol Tunbridge Wells.

The pilots of 72 Squadron encountered ‘40 Do17 and He111s, with rather more Me109s and Me110s’ 
not the 12+ they had been expecting, as the enemy crossed the coast at Dungeness heading towards 
Tunbridge Wells and then Biggin Hill. These were the Do17s of KG76 escorted by Me110s of II/ZG76 
and V(Z)/LG1 with Me109s of JG26. A further five squadrons were then scrambled:

1 (RCAF) Squadron – 10 Hurricanes up from Northolt to intercept raiders near Biggin Hill.
79 Squadron – 12 Hurricanes up from Biggin Hill to patrol base.
616 Squadron – 5 Spitfires up from Kenley to patrol base.
303 Squadron – 12 Hurricanes up from Northolt to patrol base.
501 Squadron – 12 Hurricanes up from Gravesend to patrol Maidstone.

Ten squadrons were airborne when Biggin Hill and the surrounding area was bombed at 14.00 hours, 
but none of the defending fighters engaged until the bombers were withdrawing. The Hurricanes of 
85 and 79 Squadrons were ‘bounced’ by Me109s whilst climbing to meet the raid and a running fight 
ensued across Kent to the coast. This was the fourth major attack suffered by Biggin Hill and many 
buildings not already ruined were significantly weakened and in danger of collapse. 
The second raid had by this time crossed the coast over Hythe and was estimated at 100+. Nine 
Hurricanes of 253 Squadron dived out of the sun onto the ‘50 bombers and 100 fighters’ The pilots 
claimed to have broken up the formation and, indeed, bombers were widely scattered over central Kent 
without there being any obvious target. 
The Luftwaffe over estimated its success, but Fighter Command over estimated the number of bombers 
involved – possibly identifying the Me110 escort as ‘bombers’:

14.00 hrs Kenley. 12 aircraft bombed - hits on hangars, airfield and buildings. 
14.00 hrs Biggin Hill. 3 aircraft bombed - hits on two hangars, airfield and barracks. 
14.05 hrs Abingdon. 2 aircraft bombed - hits on hangars, airfield and buildings.
15.35 hrs Hawkinge. 8 SC250s dropped on the airfield.
15.35 hrs Lympne. 4 SC250s dropped on the airfield. 2 or 3 aircraft destroyed.
16.40 hrs Detling. 6 SC250s dropped on the airfield. 3 aircraft destroyed.

The Attacks on Biggin Hill and Kenley
1 September 1940 - 13.30 - 14.45 hrs Combat B.  Kent

Below: The inset box from 
the map opposite showing 
the intense fighting that 
took place directly over 
Kenley and Biggin Hill on 
that day. It is a sobering 
reflection of how the 
Battle was going at that 
point in that six RAF 
fighters came down in this 
area for just one German 
casualty.
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RAF Victory Claims  Combat B 13.30 to 14.45 hrs

85 Sqn    P/O Allard    Do 17 destroyed Dungeness
85 Sqn    P/O English    Do 215 destroyed Ashford – Lydd
85 Sqn    Sgt Evans    Me109 destroyed Dungeness
85 Sqn    Sgt Evans    Me 110 destroyed Dungeness
85 Sqn    Sgt Howes    Do 215 destroyed Dungeness
85 Sqn    Sgt Howes    Me109 damaged Dungeness

79 Sqn   F/Lt Haysom   Do17 damaged
79 Sqn   P/O D W A Stones  Do17 probable  Biggin Hill
79 Sqn   P/O Peters    Do17 probable  Biggin Hill – Sevenoaks
79 Sqn   P/O Mayhew   Do17 destroyed
79 Sqn   P/O Clift    Me110 probable
 
72 Sqn    F/Lt E Graham    Me109 damaged  5 miles south of Lympne
72 Sqn    F/Lt E Graham    Me109 damaged  Ashford - Dungeness 
72 Sqn    F/O J W Villa    Me109 damaged  Ashford - Dungeness
72 Sqn    P/O T A F Elsdon   Me110 destroyed  10 miles south east of Croydon
72 Sqn    P/O T A F Elsdon   Me110 destroyed  10 miles south east of Croydon 
72 Sqn    P/O R Deacon-Elliott  Me109 probable  Ashford - Dungeness
72 Sqn    P/O N R Norfolk  Me109 damaged  5 miles east of Dungeness
72 Sqn    P/O D F Holland  Me109 damaged  Ashford
72 Sqn    F/Sgt H Steere    Me109 probable  5 miles south of Dungeness

54 Sqn    P/O C F Gray    Me109 destroyed  Biggin Hill 
54 Sqn    P/O S Baker    Me109 probable  Biggin Hill 
 
253 Sqn   F/Lt W P Cambridge  Me110 damaged  Maidstone
253 Sqn   F/Lt W P Cambridge  Me110 damaged  Maidstone
253 Sqn   F/Lt J H Wedgewood  E/A damaged   Ashford
253 Sqn   P/O J D B Greenwood  Do215 probable  Maidstone
 
1(RCAF) Sqn  F/Lt G R McGregor   Do215 destroyed  Biggin Hill 
1(RCAF) Sqn  F/Lt G R McGregor   Do215 damaged  Biggin Hill 
1(RCAF) Sqn  F/O O J Peterson   Do215 damaged  Biggin Hill 
1(RCAF) Sqn  F/O B E Christmas   Do215 damaged  Biggin Hill 
1(RCAF) Sqn  F/Lt E M Reyno    shared
1(RCAF) Sqn  F/O B V Kerwin   Do215 damaged  Biggin Hill 

501 Sqn   P/O S Skalski    Me110 damaged  Tunbridge Wells

616 Sqn   F/Lt D E Gillam    Do215 destroyed  Biggin Hill
616 Sqn   F/Lt D E Gillam    Do215 probable  Biggin Hill
616 Sqn   F/Lt D E Gillam    Do215 damaged  Biggin Hill
616 Sqn   P/O L H Casson   Do215 destroyed  Kenley-Biggin Hill 
616 Sqn   Sgt J Hopewell    Do215 destroyed  south east of Dover 

Luftwaffe Victory Claims Combat B 13.30 to 14.45 hrs 

Stab/JG26  Maj Adolf Galland    Hurricane south east edge of London
1/JG26   Oblt Eberhard Henrici   Hurricane south of London
1/JG26   Oblt Eberhard Henrici   Hurricane south of London
4/JG26   Oblt Kurt Ebersberger   Spitfire  south of London 
4/JG26   Fw Wilhelm Roth    Spitfire  Cranbrook
7/JG26   Lt Josef Bürschgens   Spitfire u/c Croydon
7/JG26   Oblt Joachim Müncheberg  Hurricane west of Goudhurst
Stab III/JG26 Oblt Gerhard Schöpfel   Spitfire  London
8/JG26   Lt Gustav Sprick    Hurricane London

4/JG27   Oblt Gustav-Siegfried Rödel Spitfire  Ashford
4/JG27   Lt Wilhelm Wiesinger   Spitfire  Ashford
4/JG27   Ofw Otto Schulz    Spitfire  Ashford 
4/JG27   Oblt Ferdinand Vögl   Spitfire  Ashford 
4/JG27   Oblt Gustav-Siegfried Rödel Spitfire  Folkestone 
5/JG27   Oblt Erwin Daig     Spitfire  Hastings 
5/JG27   Oblt Emmerich Fluder   Spitfire  Hastings
5/JG27   Lt Helmut Thomas Strobl  Spitfire u/c Hastings area

13(Z)/LG1  Lt Ernst Schmidt    Spitfire  Edenbridge-Croydon
15(Z)/LG1  Uffz Otto Kramp    Hurricane Edenbridge-Croydon

6/ZG76   Oblt Günther Piduhn   Spitfire  south east of London 
6/ZG76   Oblt Hans-Joachim Jabs  Spitfire  Tunbridge Wells
6/ZG76   Oblt Wilhelm Herget   Spitfire   
6/ZG76   Oblt Hans-Joachim Jabs  Hurricane Tunbridge Wells
6/ZG76   Oblt Wilhelm Herget   Spitfire 
6/ZG76   Oblt Hans-Joachim Jabs  Hurricane Tunbridge Wells
6/ZG76   Oblt Wilhelm Herget   Spitfire 
6/ZG76   Fw Lambert Spitzer by Bs  Hurricane 
6/ZG76   Ogfr Wilhelm Zimmer Bs  Hurricane 
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Luftwaffe Victory Claims
1 September 1940 - 13.30 - 14.45 hrs Combat B.  Kent

RAF Victory Claims
1 September 1940 - 13.30 - 14.45 hrs Combat B.  Kent

Above: Me109 Black 13 of 5/JG27 as 
flown by Oblt Erwin Daig who claimed 
a Spitfire during this combat.

Lt J Bürschgens 7/JG26

Lt G Sprick 8/JG26
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Below: Pilot Officer English 
was flying this Hurricane, 
P2722 VY-H during this 
combat.

COMBAT REPORT:
P/O Allard - A Flight, 85 Squadron 

As Hydro Leader I was ordered to intercept aircraft approaching aerodrome. When raid 
was sighted Hydro Squadron was approximately 5,000 feet below and climbing in the hope 
of intercepting before the raid reached its objective, but found that owing to the delay for the 
order to scramble, I found it necessary to bring the squadron ahead of the bombers. During 
this attempt to gain altitude we were continually attacked by Me109s and 110s, but the 
squadron held their positions and I found that after a little manoeuvring I was able to carry 
out a beam attack on the leading formation of e/a turning from one formation to another. I 
repeated this attack three times, making use of the sun but in my dives I had trouble with 
Me’s doing full deflection shots on me as I crossed their sights – part of my starboard aileron 
was shot away by cannon fire but had good control of the aircraft. As enemy formation was 
broken up, I sighted one Do apart out from the rest. This aircraft turned and headed for 
Dungeness, so I climbed above him and carried out three attacks from quarter developing 
into line astern – both engines commenced to belch oil and smoke and the port engine burst 
into flames as it circled Dungeness. As the pilot attempted a forced landing the rear gunner baled out and the aircraft landed 
near the railway line at Lydd. 

I saw that my oil pressure had fallen to 10 lbs; so I forced landed at Lympne with a dead engine and had some mechanics 
look it over. Whilst they were at work on the aircraft a Me Jaguar dived out of the clouds and dropped two bombs near my 
aircraft – one of the mechanics was killed and another seriously injured. The aircraft was further damaged by the blast, the 
fabric on the port side of the fuselage and rudder being blown and a large piece of shrapnel through the port wing.

85 SQUADRON INTELLIGENCE REPORT

11 Hurricanes took off from Croydon at 13.50 hours to intercept enemy aircraft approaching Tunbridge Wells/Kenley area.
At about 13.55 hours a number of e/a were sighted, estimated at 150 – 200 aircraft near Biggin Hill, flying at about 15,000 

feet. E/a consisted of Dorniers 17 and 215, Me109s and 110s. When sighted the squadron was about 5,000 feet below the 
enemy and while climbing to intercept bombers they were attacked continually by Me109s and 110s.

P/O English: 1 Do 215 destroyed.
Attacked e/a twice from the quarter with bursts of 5 and 7 seconds and put starboard engine out of action. E/A dived, 

then circled slowly down, finally pancaking in a field south of canal running between Ham Street and Hythe, about midway 
between Ashford and Lydd. Two of the crew were seen to emerge.

Sgt Evans: 1 Me109 and Me 110 destroyed.
(1) Gave a burst of about 7 seconds to an Me109 from astern, white glycol smoke issued from underneath e/a and 

he lurched to starboard and dived straight down, obviously finished; actual point of crash not seen by Sgt Evans as he was 
attacked by more Me109s immediately afterwards.

(2) Attacked last aircraft in a formation of Me 110s and gave it a 5 second burst from beneath and converging from 
the beam – both engines were on fire and e/a was staggering out of control when Sgt Evans was again attacked by fighters 
and had to break away, so did not see place of crash.

F/O Gowers was shot up by cannon shell and forced to bale out. His Hurricane crashed near Oxted. He landed safely but 
was slightly burned and had wounds in hand and foot – taken to L.G.G. Mental Hospital, Caterham. 

Sgt Booth’s aircraft was badly hit by cannon shell and he baled out near Purley. His aircraft crashed in Sanderstead in a 
wood. Sgt Booth’s parachute was partially damaged causing him to descend too rapidly and as a result to fracture a leg and 
an arm. He was taken to Purley hospital.

F/O P P Woods-Scawen was missing from this patrol and his body was subsequently found on September 6th near 
Kenley. His parachute was unopened but it was impossible to establish in what manner he was killed.

Sergeant Ellis was also missing and up to date no trace of him or his machine has been found. He is, therefore, believed killed.
P/O English noticed that Me 110s were flying closer to bombers than usual and it was difficult to get near enough to the 

bombers to attack them before being pounced on by the fighters.
6 Hurricanes landed at Croydon between 14.27 and 15.00 hours, one a/c, P/O Lewis, landing with undercarriage retracted.

Enemy casualties: 2 Do 215s destroyed, 1 Do 17 destroyed, 1 Me109 destroyed, 
   1 Me 110 destroyed, 1 Me109  damaged.
Our losses:
Destroyed 1 Hurricane F/O Woods-Scawen  killed
Destroyed 1 Hurricane Sgt Ellis   believed killed
Destroyed 1 Hurricane F/O Gowers  baled out
Destroyed 1 Hurricane Sgt Booth  baled out
Damaged 1 Hurricane P/O Lewis  landed u/c up
Damaged 1 Hurricane P/O Allard  machine bombed.

COMBAT REPORT:
Sgt Howes - A Flight, 85 Squadron 

Ordered to intercept E/A at approx. 13.40 hrs, saw E/A south of home base, Sqn climbed 
as fast as possible in front of raiders keeping the sun in front of us. Sqn passed in front of E/A 
to do a port beam attack. I changed my position on the right of the Sqn formation and took up 
a No.4 position on the left of our Sqn. In this position I was able to observe E/A better. There 
were some Me109s above our formation and I saw one Me109 attack one of our Hurricanes 
from astern. I immediately stall-turned to get an astern attack on E/A. The Me109 fired at 
the Hurricane at close range and the Hurricane started to fall with the Me109 following line 
astern. I got a good burst of fire from above and behind the passing Me109. He trailed smoke 
(white) and aileron turned much more steeply to the right. I was being fired at from astern so 
I violently pulled up in a steep turn to the left. I then climbed rapidly towards the bombers 
keeping the sun in my favour. I took quite a considerable time to get above the bombers who 
were at approx 17,000 ft. I picked the last and outboard bomber of the formation, dived and 
made a quick attack giving deflection eventually coming into astern position of the bombers 
(Do215). The E/A started to go down turning steeply to the right with a lot of white and black smoke coming from it. Being 
short of ammunition I decided to follow the E/A down. He lost 5,000 ft very rapidly. About this height an Me109 who got on 
my tail started firing. I made steep turns downwards as an evasive tactic. When finally losing Me109 I searched the ground 
for signs of the Do215 and saw a big column of smoke rising from a wood where I assumed the E/A had crashed, the position 
being approx south of Tunbridge Wells. I then saw two parachutes whom I circled until they had landed safely then returned 
to home base to re-arm and refuel.
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Contemporary Accounts 85 Sqn
1 September 1940 - 13.30 - 14.45 hrs Combat B.  Kent

Contemporary Accounts 85 Sqn
1 September 1940 - 13.30 - 14.45 hrs Combat B.  Kent

Below: Allard and Howes’ ‘Dornier 215’ (actually at Dornier 17) which 
force landed at Lydd in Kent.
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79 SQUADRON OPERATIONS RECORD BOOK

At about 14.00 hours eleven aircraft took off. Twenty bombers and about 100 enemy fighters seen. 
F/Lt Haysom crashed on drome on landing, he claims 1 Do 215 damaged. P/O Stones, DFC 1 Do 17 
or 215 probable. P/O Peters 1 Do 17 probable. P/O Mayhew 1 Do 17 destroyed. P/O Clift 1 Me 110 
probable. P/O Bryant-Fenn and P/O Noble missing, later learned to be in hospital wounded. Remainder 
landed at 15.00 hours. 

COMBAT REPORT:
F/Lt Haysom - B Flight, 79 Squadron 

Patrolled base 12 – 15,000 feet before reaching this height wave of bombers passed over 
from west to east about 4,000 feet above. Bombs dropped west of base. E/a travelled east to 
Ashford turned round and did another cut on base. Attempted quarter attack on extreme e/a 
(bomber) broke off attack owing to attack by 110. Evaded e/a. Bomber formation turned south 
almost devoid of fighter escort – attacked e/a on extreme right – fired one long burst from dead 
astern – no return fire observed – attacked from rear by 109 – broke off attack – result of fire 
not observed. U/C collapsed on landing. A/C shot up from rear.

COMBAT REPORT:
P/O D W A Stones - A Flight, 79 Squadron 

I took off as an individual member of ‘A’ Flight on aerodrome defence at 14.08 hours 
1.9.40. Climbed to 15,000 feet and intercepted 20 Do17s and an escort of approximately 100 
Messerschmitts 109 and 110. I attacked the rearmost Do17 and started firing at 250 yards – 
overtaking speed was only about 15 – 20 m.p.h. I put a long burst into him from dead astern 
and gradually closed to about 50 yards where I finished my rounds. I saw my fire enter his port 
engine and part of his port wing. I broke away without observing any result, and dog fought a 
Me110, having no ammunition. Landed 14.30.

Note. A great deal of German talking heard over the R/T.

COMBAT REPORT:
P/O Mayhew - B Flight, 79 Squadron 

At 13.15 hours B Flight of 79 Squadron was ordered to scramble and patrol base on Station 
Defence. A large force of bombers was sighted, but I was unable to reach their height. When 
I had climbed to 15,000 feet I saw about 12 Dorniers, escorted by an equal number of fighters 
Me109s over Westerham flying north-west. The fighters appeared to be already engaged, so I 
attacked the bomber formation from in front and to the left. No.3 of the leading vic turned head 
on to me. As we passed I turned sharply and came on its tail. Attacked from astern by unknown 
fighter, but succeeded in shaking him off. Returned to port quarter attack, and opened fire at 
230 yards, holding an 8 seconds burst until it developed to a stern chase which I broke off at 
a range of 75 yards. I saw tracer entering cockpit and engines. The port engine let out smoke 
machine soared up, stalled and went into a quick spin. I followed down and saw it crash in 
the corner of a wood two miles south-east of Westerham. It exploded violently and burnt out.

72 SQUADRON OPERATIONS RECORD BOOK

12.50 hrs. 10 Spitfires took off from Croydon to patrol Hawkinge at 15,000 feet. A large formation 
of bombers was intercepted near Dungeness, escorted by Me109s and Me110s. 10 Spitfires landed 
Croydon 14.20 hours. 

COMBAT REPORT:
F/Lt E Graham - Tennis Leader - Blue 1, B Flight, 72 
Squadron 

At 13.15 hours the squadron consisting of a Blue leading section of 3 a/c, a Red section of 
3 a/c and a rearguard of 4 a/c encountered about 30 or 40 Do17s (presumed) approaching the 
coast at 15,000 feet. I decided to attack from head-on, but had to break off the attack before 
it had been delivered on account of 40 or 50 Me109s diving down from about 20,000 feet on 
to our tails. These Me109s had been flying ahead of the Do17s and it was a simple matter for 
them to foil our initial head-on attack. I was forced to fight the Me109s and in the ensuing 
dog fight damaged two Me109s. In a very short space of time I was out of ammunition and 
was fortunate in gaining cover in thin cloud at 14,000 ft. I managed to return to base and on 
landing my aircraft was found to have 3 bullets in the oil tank. Aircraft put unserviceable. 

COMBAT REPORT:
P/O D F Holland - Red 3, A Flight, 72 Squadron 

I was flying in Red 3. We had been told to look out for E/A when an Me109 made an attack 
on me from above. I did not see him until he started firing, when I could see his tracer bullets 
passing over my port wing. I then did a steep turn to the left and got on his tail. I gave him a 
burst of about 2 seconds when I was attacked by 3 or more Me109s firing at me in all directions. 
To get away I did a flick half roll to the left and dived down to a height of 2,000 ft. I then joined 
with Red 1 again and returned to base. I have no idea what happened to the Me109 I attacked.
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Contemporary Accounts 79 Sqn
1 September 1940 - 13.30 - 14.45 hrs Combat B.  Kent

Contemporary Accounts 72 Sqn
1 September 1940 - 13.30 - 14.45 hrs Combat B.  Kent

COMBAT REPORT:
P/O T A F Elsdon - B Flight, 72 Squadron 

When I first saw the formation of about 20 Me Jaguar or Me110s they were flying in two 
Vics north east. At the same time I saw two Me109s in my rear-view mirror. Whilst evading 
these I became separated from my section and the Me109s dived away. As I approached the 
Me Jaguars they formed a circle in tight line astern. I attacked from slightly above and towards 
the centre of the circle gradually decreasing the deflection to about 30°. Range about 400 – 200 
yds. This produced no result except that the aircraft closed up in line astern.

In my second attack I decided to keep a steady burst into the circle and let them fly through. 
I finished my rounds in this manner and during one burst two of them went down. An eye-
witness (Sgt Rolls) on the ground saw the machines falling and crash into the ground and 
confirmed that they were from a circle of aircraft very high up and to the south east of Croydon.

Apart from the two Me109s in the first instance no other fighters were encountered.

No other pilot reported seeing bombers form a circle as an evasion tactic.
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